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The predictions of the Relativistic Quantum Molecular Dynamics model
(RQMD) [1] are widely used for analysis of experimental data on collec-
tive flows of particles in high energy nucleus-nucleus interactions. It is
explained by the following, the model takes into account the potential in-
teractions of baryons, meson and baryon resonance creation, secondary
particles cascading in nuclei, and so on. So, the model considers the main
factors determined the collective flows. Though the demerits of the mod-
els manifested themselves at global characteristics description especially at
moderate energies put doubts about the reliability of its predictions on the
collective flows of the particles.
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Figure 1: 7r~-meson rapidity and transverse momentum distributions in np-interactions.
Histograms; are the experimental data. Solid and dashed lines are RQMD and FRITIOF
model calculations, respectively.

Fig. 1 presents experimental data on 7r~-meson rapidity distributions in
neutron-proton (np) interactions at the neutron momentum of Pn = 1.25,
1.73, 2.23 and 5.1 GeV/c. The data were amiable given to the authors of



the paper by Yu.A. Troyan's group. The RQMD 2.4 model calculations are
presented on fig. 1, too. As seen, the model predicts a strange structure
in the distribution at Pn = 1.25 GeV/c. There is no 7r~-meson production
in the model at Pn = 1.73 GeV/c. Agreement of the calculations with
the experimental data at Pn = 2.23 and 5.1 GeV/c is satisfactory. For
comparison, on fig. 1 we give the calculations performed with help of
the FRITIOF model [2, 3]. The parameters of the FRITIOF model were
changed [4] in order to reach an agreement with the experimental data. As
seen, a good description of 7r~-meson characteristics can be obtained.
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Figure 2: Proton rapidity distributions in np-interactions. Histograms are the experimen-
tal data. Solid and dashed lines are RQMD and FRITIOF model calculations, respectively.

Fig. 2 gives experimental and model distributions of protons on rapidity
in np-interactions in the reactions np —>• pjm~ (fig. 2a, 2d), np —>• ppir'TC0

(fig. 2b, 2e), np -»• npn+n~ (fig. 2c, 2f) at Pn = 3.83 and 5.1 GeV/c. As



seen, it is too hard to say about an agreement between the experimental
data and the RQMD model calculations. The model assumes too strong
charge transfer from the backward semi-sphere to the forward semi-sphere
in the np-interaction center-of-mass system. The FRITIOF model calcu-
lations are in agreement with the experimental data.

Figure 3: IT -meson rapidity distributions in CC-inteiactions. Points are the experi-
mental data. Histograms and solid lines are RQMD and FRTTIOF model calculations,
respectively.

Our data of CC-interactions at P = 4.2 GeV/c/nucleon obtained with
help of the propan bubble chamber are presented in Fig. 3, 4. A method
of receiving and developing data is described in Ref. [5]. Fig. 3 gives
the 7T~-meson rapidity distributions in all interactions (fig. 3a) and in the
interactions with different multiplicities of the 7r~-mesons (nn- = 1 fig. 3b,
nn- = 2 -r 3 fig. 3c, nn- > 3 fig. 3d). According to Fig. 3a, the RQMD
model overestimates the 7r~-meson yields in the nuclear fragmentation re-
gions at y — —0.5 -7- 0.5 and y = 2 ~ 3. At the same time, the unsaficient



yield'of the -K -meson is observed in the central region The underestima-
tion of the 7r~-meson yield in the central region is more visualize in Figs.
3a - 3d.

The modified FRITIOF model reproduces correctly the experimental
distributions at different multiplicities of the 7r~-meson. The summered
distribution of Fig. 3a is determined by the distributions at different rib-
and by the meson multiplicity distribution. Since the RQMD model de-
scribes unsatisfactory the distributions at different nv-, but reproduces the
summered distribution, one can assume that the agreement between the
experimental data of Fig. 3a and the calculations is enplaned by an incor-
rect distribution on the meson multiplicity in the model. Unfortunately,
the methodical peculiarities of the propan bubble chamber does not allow
us to check up the hypothesis directly.

Y

Figure 4: Proton rapidity distributions in CC-interactions. Histograms are experimental
data. Solid and dashed lines are RQMD and FRITIOF model calculations, respectively.

The rapidity distributions of participating protons in the events with
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different multiplicities of the n -meson in the CC-interactions are presented
in Fig. 4. Protons with the momentum larger than 300 MeV/c which
do not include spectator protons with p > 3 GeV/c and 6 < 4°,
were considered as participating protons. As seen from the figure, the bi-
modal structure of the distributions assumed by the RQMD model for the
np-interactions, is observed in the CC-interactions, too. In addition, the
model underestimates significantly the proton yields. The FRITIOF model
describes satisfactory the experimental data.

Predictions analogous to that of the RQMD model were obtained with
the help of the intra-nuclear cascade model [6]. The first variant of the
cascade model took into account rr-mesons and nucleons interactions only.
So, it assumed fast resonance decays. Here, a good description of the pro-
ton multiplicity and overestimated meson yield was reached. The cascade
model with meson and baryon resonance production [7] allowed one to de-
scribe the meson multiplicity, but underestimated the proton multiplicity.
Here, the reproduction of the proton rapidity distributions was better than
in the RQMD model.

Summing up, one can conclude that the introduction of the resonance
production in the framework of the cascade model with (RQMD) and with-
out taking into account the nuclear mean field effects does not allow one to
reproduce the meson and proton multiplicities in the nucleus-nucleus in-
teractions at the same time. The modified FRITIOF model that uses the
reggeon nuclear destruction model [8], allows one to reach good results.

Turning to the question about the collective flows, it is obvious that it
is too hard to believe in the reality of the RQMD model predictions with-
out a correct description of the particle distributions in the phase space.
Moreover, one can assume that the strong concentration of the baryon in
the nuclear fragmentation regions which contradicts the experiment, leads
to the strong collective flow effects predicted by the RQMD model.

The authors of the paper are grateful to Yu.A. Troyan group for provid-
ing us with their experimental data. One of the authors (V.V.U.) thanks
RFBR (grand No. 00-01-00307) for its particular financial support.
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Галоян A.C. и др. El-2001-68
Применение моделей RQMD и FRITIOF для описания
ядро-ядерных взаимодействий при энергии 3,36 ГэВ/нуклон

Представлены экспериментальные данные о распределениях протонов
и л'-мезонов по быстротам в СС-взаимодействиях с различной множествен-
ностью 71~-мезонов при энергии 3,36 ГэВ/нуклон. Проведено сравнение дан-
ных с предсказаниями моделей RQMD и FRITIOF. Показано, что модель
RQMD удовлетворительно воспроизводит распределения л"-мезонов, но не-
удовлетворительно описывает характеристики протонов. В модели FRITIOF
при подборе свободных параметров удается достичь хороших результатов.

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории высоких энергий ОИЯИ.
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Galoyan A.S. et al. El-2001-68
Application of RQMD and FRITIOF Models for Description
of Nucleus-Nucleus Interactions at Energy of 3.36 GeV/nucleon

Experimental data on proton and n"-meson rapidity distributions in CC-inter-
actions at 3.36 GeV/nucleon in the events with different multiplicities of produced
rc~-mesons are presented. The data are compared with predictions of RQMD
and FRITIOF models. It is shown that the RQMD model reproduces satisfactorily
the 7i~-meson distributions, but unsatisfactorily describes the protons characteris-
tics. The FRITIOF model gives good results at tuning the free parameters
of the model.

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energies,
JINR.
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